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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the first network configuration verifier
that provides fast all-pair reachability analysis of incremental
configuration changes for network overlay data center net-
works (DCNs). Network overlay DCNs leverage distributed
control (i.e., BGP EVPN) on switches to establish VXLAN
tunnels, distribute overlay routes and limit traffic access
(e.g., microsegmentation). Although some incremental veri-
fication techniques have been proposed, they are either not
complete, or do not support certain features of the network.
Our configuration verifier addresses these issues through
the following components: 1) a port-predicate forwarding
model that is general to support all features; 2) fine-grained
indexing technique to lookup possibly affected reachable
pairs by changed interfaces; and 3) required waypoint path
computation that finds all reachable pairs related to changed
interfaces. Experiment results show that our algorithm is
complete and fast. For the studied service updates, our ver-
ifier performs all-pair reachability change impact analysis
within 25s for networks with 100 leafs (2000 endpoints and 4
mill. pairs), outperforming existing approaches by up to 8x.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Management of Data Center Networks (DCNs) is difficult
due to the support of multi-tenant cloud. The network over-
lay solutions [8, 16] adopted by major device vendors make
the management more complicated. Different from the cen-
tralized SDN solution that the controller makes forwarding
decisions, network overlay solutions leverage distributed
BGP (i.e., Border Gateway Protocol) in network switches to
establish virtual extensible local area network (VXLAN) tun-
nels [21] and advertise overlay routes. In addition, various
policies such as access control lists (ACLs) and microsegmen-
tation (MCS) are enforced by switches inside the network.
In this paper, we consider the incremental configuration

verification problem in network overlay DCNs. When new
services are to be deployed, incremental configurations of
network switches are generated. Before deployment, they
are verified to ensure no violation of intended reachability.
In particular, we focus on the all-pair reachability change
impact analysis: at the beginning, an all-pair reachability
matrix stores the full reachability information (e.g., allowed
flows) of all endpoint interfaces; after the incremental con-
figurations are generated due to service updates, we should
be able to find changed elements in the matrix.

Given overlay services are frequently updated, the compu-
tation overhead of change impact analysis should be low. In
addition, the analysis should be as fast as possible compared
with offline verification. Re-computing all pairs’ reachability
[1] is unscalable given the potential large amount of endpoint
interfaces in real networks. Therefore, the key idea is to find
the pairs whose reachability are affected, and re-compute
these pairs only. Although some incremental verification
approaches [7, 14, 15, 17, 19, 25, 27, 28] have been proposed,
they have limitations for network overlay DCNs.

Existing EC approaches are not general for network
overlay DCNs. Equivalence class (EC) approaches [7, 14, 15,
19, 27, 28] pre-compute the global forwarding equivalence
classes that have the same forwarding behavior in all de-
vices, and have demonstrated a fast incremental verification
performance in IP or ACL forwarding scenarios. However,
the existing EC computation model may not work for the
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Figure 1: Typical Spine-Leaf architecture of DCN

distributed forwarding and tunneling features in network
overlay DCNs. For example, some policy constraints match
non-IP fields (e.g., MCS group ID), and only apply to overlay
packets (e.g., if-match vxlan vni). We need to check whether
it is an overlay packet and then enforce corresponding con-
straints on these fields, which is easy to implement using
direct predicate representation and predicate quantifiers (e.g.,
universal quantification) but not easy for computing ECs.

Existing indexing approaches are not complete for
network overlay DCNs. The key idea of existing indexing
approaches [25] is to maintain a table that associates vis-
ited devices with reachable pairs, when the initial all-pair
reachability matrix is computed. After identifying interfaces
(devices) that change their forwarding behavior, looking up
the table can find possibly affected pairs, and re-computation
of these pairs can find reachability changes. This approach
may work for networks that perform policy control at the
edge only (e.g., virtual networks in [25]), however is not com-
plete for network overlay DCNs. It may ignore some pairs
that are not reachable originally but become reachable after
policies change inside the network. In this case, since there
is no reference in the indexing table, the indexing approach
cannot re-compute these pairs’ reachability.

To overcome these limitations, this paper presents a new
real-time configuration verifier.

Our verifier adopts a general port-predicate model
for reachability analysis. We build a port-predicate for-
warding model where interfaces (ports) use predicate to rep-
resent the allowed flows, which is expressive for all kinds of
forwarding behavior in network overlay DCNs. The model
supports the general if-then-else logic: the universal quantifi-
cation operation on predicate can be used to check whether
it is an overlay packet. Moreover, the model supports the
erase-and-set operation through existential quantification on
predicate, which is common when multiple VXLAN tunnels
exist in the path and microsegmentation policies are used.

Our verifier uses a novel incremental verification al-
gorithm to compute all-pair reachability changes. We
augment the traditional index-then-lookup approach with
fine-grained indexing and required waypoint path computa-
tion. In particular, we first split the VXLAN tunnel interface
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Figure 2: VXLAN packet format

into sub-interfaces that correspond to different endpoints
during the indexing step, eliminating irrelevant associations
by devices. Then we identify interfaces that change their
forwarding behavior, and find all pairs whose paths tran-
sit the changed interfaces. Finally, we lookup the original
reachability results using changed interfaces, and compare
old rechability results with new results to find changes.

Overall, our contributions are as follows:
(1) To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to design

and demonstrate incremental configuration verifier for
network overlay DCNs.

(2) We design an incremental verification algorithm that
leverages new indexing and required waypoint path
computationmethods to find all-pair reachability changes.

(3) We show that our verifier analyzes reachability changes
within 25s for most of the service updates, outperform-
ing the existing indexing approaches by 2x-8x.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
2.1 Network Overlay DCN
Figure 1 shows the typical Spine-Leaf architecture of a DCN
fabric. The physical servers and their hosting virtual ma-
chines (VMs) connect with top-of-rack (ToR) leaf switches,
and each ToR leaf connect with two spine switches. The two
connections links are used for backup if one link is broken,
and can load balance traffic if both links work. In this exam-
ple, spine leaf switches also serve as border leafs. On one
hand, border leafs serve as edge switches that connect with
the external network. On the other hand, border leafs are
exchange points for inter-VPC1 traffic. Firewalls also connect
with border leafs, and apply policies to filter traffic.

VXLAN: VXLAN is the de facto protocol to support net-
work virtualization in DCN [21]. As shown in Figure 2,
VXLAN uses a MAC-in-UDP packet encapsulation, where
the original overlay layer 2 frame is encapsulated into an
outer UDP-IP header. There is also a VXLAN header that con-
tains further information such as virtual network identifier
(VNI) and group ID.

Virtual tunnel end points (VTEPs) are responsible for en-
capsulation and decapsulation of the outer header and the
VXLAN header. Different from host overlay DCNs, where
VTEPs are created on virtual switches in the server, the ToR
1VPC stands for virtual private cloud. A tenant can own several VPCs, and
can configure VPC peerings to enable inter-VPC communication.
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leaf and border leaf switches host the VTEP interfaces (called
network virtual interface, NVE) in network overlay DCNs.
To enable VXLAN tunnels, the underlay transport network
needs to be configured first: IGP protocols (e.g., OSPF, BGP)
are usually used to ensure mutual reachability of NVEs in
ToR leafs and border leafs. BGP Ethernet Virtual Private
Network (EVPN) [9] is usually used as the control plane to
distribute overlay routes.

VRF: In overlay DCNs, a VPC is usually implemented
using virtual routing and forwarding (VRFs). A VRF can be
treated as a virtual router that owns private subnets, and
maintains a seperate FIB. The VNI field in VXLAN header
is used to isolate traffic belonging to different VPCs. Each
VPC uses a unique VNI to label its traffic. When receiving a
VXLAN packet, destination VTEP parses the VNI value, and
delivers the packet to corresponding VRF. VNIs are included
in the advertised overlay routes.

The VXLAN tunnel also allows inter-VPC traffic if source
VTEP pads the destination VRF’s VNI in the VXLAN packet.
However, in practice, to further control the inter-VPC ac-
cessable subnets, the inter-VPC access is only configured in
border leafs by cross-VRF static routes, and these static routes
are imported into BGP EVPN. In this way, inter-VPC traffic
are exchanged at border leafs, and go through two VXLAN
tunnels. For example, VMA is attached to ToR leaf L1, and
VMB is attached to ToR leaf L2. They belong to different
VPCs. We can configure two cross-VRF static routes in bor-
der leaf B1 to let them communicate. In this way, traffic from
VMA to VMB follow the path of L1, B1 and L2. The traffic
go through two VXLAN tunnels (i.e., L1 to B1, and B1 to L2),
and the VNI label is rewritten in B1.

Microsegmentation (MCS): Another notable feature in
network overlay DCNs is the use ofMCS to implement group-
based policy [23], where VMs are first grouped and policies
are defined on groups. Compared with conventional ACLs
that define policies on individual IPs, MCS is more scalable
since groups aggregate IPs that have the same policy.

For network overlay DCNs,MCS is implemented by source
VTEP and destination VTEP distributely: source first com-
putes a group ID by source IPs, and puts it into the VXLAN
header (see the group ID field in Figure 2); when destination
decapsulates the VXLAN packet to get source group ID, it
first computes the destination group ID by destination IPs,
and then processes the packet according to the specified
group policies (permit, deny or redirect) on group IDs.
Below shows an example MCS configuration of a major

vendor. The group is defined on IPs, and the port/protocol
constraints are specified on rules. In this example, the policy
allows packets with source group ID 32781, destination group
ID 32780 and some protocols and source ports. The latter
group IP is mapped to 192.168.1.0/24 in VRF v1 by destination
and the former mapping is determined by source.

1 traffic -segment segment -id 32780
2 segment -member ip 192.168.1.0 255.255.255.0 vpn -instance v1
3
4 traffic -classifier tc_1
5 if-match source -segment 32781 destination -segment 32780 protocol

6 source -port range 1 65535
6
7 traffic -behaviour tb_1
8 permit
9
10 traffic -policy tp_segment
11 classifier tc_1 behavior tb_1

2.2 Challenges
Existing approaches that support incremental verification
do not completely address new challenges introduced by
network overlay DCNs.

Model Expressiveness: Existing EC approaches [7, 14,
15, 19, 27, 28] pre-compute the global forwarding equivalence
classes that have the same forwarding behavior in all devices.
When incremental changes are applied, a delta graph with
changed ECs only is constructed, and reachability changes
happen in the delta graph only. The fundamental assumption
is that forwarding constraints can be represented by a set of
packets explicitly, which may not hold due to the distributed
forwarding (e.g., VNI), the policy filtering (e.g., MCS) and
the tunneling features in network overlay DCNs.

In particular, the rule-based EC approaches [7, 14, 15, 19]
computes ECs from forwarding rules (i.e., FIBs) or policy
rules that are directly defined on concrete fields (e.g., IP five-
tuple). However, MCS policy rules are defined over group IDs
in destinations, where source group ID is mapped to IPs by
sources. Although it may be possible to expand source group
IDs to source IPs considering all network configurations,
it may over-compute the IP pairs since some sources may
not reach the destination by FIBs. For example, if a source
leaf defines the group ID 32781 in VRF v2, and VRF v2 is
isolated with VRF v1, it is useless to construct the IP pair
(192.168.2.0/24, 192.168.1.0/24), and may lead to excessive ECs.

1 traffic -segment segment -id 32781
2 segment -member ip 192.168.2.0 255.255.255.0 vpn -instance v2

Moreover, underlay and overlay traffic (that have an addi-
tional header) coexist in overlay DCNs. The packet should
be first classified, and then policies apply. Although the port-
based EC approaches [27, 28] improve the expressiveness
by defining a symbolic packet whose fields can be added on
demand, they cannot differentiate an underlay or overlay
packet using the direct predicate representation. An exam-
ple is one of the ACL match conditions: if-match vxlan vni,
which means only overlay packets with a particular VNI
value match. We need to first assert whether this is an over-
lay packet, and then consider the VNI constraint. Another
example is a deny ACL with IP constraints in spine leafs. The
deny behavior should be applied to the outer IP header if it
is an overlay VXLAN packet, and to the inner IP header if
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Figure 3: Architecture of our configuration verifier
it is an underlay packet (if we reuse the inner fields of the
VXLAN packet for underlay traffic).

Completeness: TenantGuard [25] is the state-of-the-art
indexing approach to support incremental verification. For
N endpoint interfaces, it computes the reachability of N 2

pairs, and associates visited devices with all possible pairs.
For delta changes in some devices, TenantGuard extracts the
potentially changed pairs indexed by the changed devices,
re-computes these pairs’ reachability and compares them
with the original reachability to identify changes.

However, this approach is not complete for overlay DCNs.
For example, originally two endpoints (subnets) could not
communicate, and delta changes such as cross-VRF static
routes on border leafs are deployed to open a new connection.
In this case, relationship between devices and the pair is not
established, and the indexing approach cannot issue the re-
computation of the two endpoints’ reachability. In addition,
the device-level association is coarse-grained, which may
lead to unnecessary re-computations in overlay DCNs. For
example, the border leafs may carrymany cross-VRF traffic. If
only one cross-VRF traffic is changed, due to the device-level
association, all pairs that visit border leafs are re-computed.

3 OUR SOLUTIONS
To address the above challenges, we adopt the direct predi-
cate model with quantifiers to support network features in
network overlay DCNs. To support incremental verification,
we follow the indexing approach, and put forth some designs
to complement the approach and improve the performance.

3.1 Architecture
Figure 3 shows the overall architecture of our network config-
uration verifier. It accepts complete network configurations
(in CLI format) and incremental network configurations (in
YANG XML format) from network controllers [8, 16]. For
CLI, our verifier first parses them into network object models.
Then, it simulates the control-plane routing protocols, and
generates a converged data plane (i.e., FIBs) for reachabil-
ity analysis. The port-predicate forwarding graph model is
then built using configuration models and FIBs (the details
are given in Section 3.2). Based on the graph model, it can
computes the all-pair reachability matrix and establish the
indexing table (the details are given in Section 3.3).
For YANG incremental configurations, our verifier first

updates existing network models, and then simulates the
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Figure 4: An example of our model

control plane again to get the latest FIBs. By comparing
configuration models and FIBs, changed interfaces can be
found. Plus the original reachability matrix and the indexing
table, our verifier performs incremental verification to find
the reachability changes (the details are given in Section 3.4).

3.2 Network Model
Forwarding Graph Model: Inspired by the actual forward-
ing behavior in real devices, we use interfaces (ports) as
the basic element in the forwarding graph. Depending on
the forwarding status, an interface can be split into several
nodes. For example, deny ACLs configured on an interface
can lead to an additional interface ACL deny status (i.e., a
node). Moreover, there may be some special nodes such as
NoRoute that means no match routes found in FIBs, and
NullRoute that means the null interface matches by FIBs.
Edges connect nodes that have potential forwarding re-

lationship. They can represent associations of layer-2 in-
terfaces (e.g., bridge-domain interfaces, BDIF) and layer-3
interfaces (e.g., virtual bridge-domain interfaces, VBDIF).
They can also represent the forwarding relationship by FIBs:
packets enter an interface (inbound), and are forwarded to
interfaces by its corresponding VRF’s FIB (outbound). Fur-
thermore, edges also represent the connection relationship
between two interfaces by topology.
Figure 4 shows a concrete example of our model. The

left side shows a simplified device model, and the right side
shows the network model composed of device models and
physical topology. BDIFs first connect with corresponding
VBDIFs. From the VBDIF interface, packets may be dropped
by configured ACLs, or forwarded according to the FIB in the
VRF that the VBDIF interface belongs to (i.e., VRF1). Note
that, the outbound interfaces can be NVE (i.e., a VXLAN
tunnel) or local interfaces (e.g., VBDIF2).
The right side shows the complete path of an overlay

packet from BDIF1 to BDIF3. The packet starts from BDIF1
in ToR leaf L1, and then enters associated VBDIF1. After
checking the FIB, it matches the VXLAN route to ToR leaf
L3. L1’s NVE adds outer IP header and VXLAN header, and
forwards it to spine leaf S1. Following underlay routes in
FIBs, it can reach leaf L3 and is decapsulated by L3’s NVE.
After checking against its associated MCS policy, L3 finally
forwards the packet to the outbound interfaces VBDIF3 and
BDIF3 according to the VRF specified by the packet’s VNI.
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Header Space Model: The header space represents the
allowed packets that an edge can forward. For example, edge
from VBDIF1 to L1’s NVE only allows packets that match
the VXLAN routes in VRF1’s FIB. Since there may be several
match routes, the edge constraint is essentially a space.
We use logical predicate (Boolean expression) to encode

the packet header space. In particular, we define a symbolic
packet that contains all reachability-relevant fields in the
header. Since there is at most one tunnel in our scenario, we
only model one layer of encapsulation. For VXLAN pack-
ets, we add an additional IP and VXLAN header fields, and
for non-VXLAN underlay packets, we only use the inner
IP fields. Each bit in the symbolic model has a correspond-
ing variable xi . Each packet header can be converted into a
Boolean formula in terms of xi , i ∈ [0, len) where len is the
length of the packet: xi means the bit is one, x̃i means the bit
is zero, and non-existence of xi means the bit is either one or
zero, or irrelevant. Then a header space can be represented as
logic operations on these Boolean formulas. We use Binary
Decision Diagram (BDD) [4], an efficient data structure that
enables fast logic operations of Boolean formulas.
The predicate-based model is general. We can check the

existence of the VNI fields through universal quantification
to implement the general if-then-else logic (e.g., checking
whether it is for overlay), and use the existential quantifi-
cation to implement the erase-and-set logic (e.g., setting
VXLAN VNI and MCS group ID).

3.3 All-Pair Reachability Computation
Provided the aforementioned models, we leverage the depth-
first search algorithm to compute the all-pair reachability
matrix. In this paper, we use bridge-domain interfaces as
endpoints, since VMs are first attached to them. For a partic-
ular endpoint, the algorithm starts from an initial endpoint
with full space of non-VXLAN packets, and then traverses
the graph. After passing through an edge, the new header
space is the conjunction of the original header space and
the edge allowed header space. A traversal stops if the new
header space is null, or it reaches an endpoint. The latter
case means these two endpoints are reachable. The traversal
stops when all possible paths are explored. When a reacha-
bility pair is found, we can parse the reachability path, and
find the visited interfaces. Then we can build the indexing
table that associates interfaces and reachability pairs. The
indexing table is then used in incremental computation to
find possibly affected pairs.
However, simply recording visited interfaces does not

produce the optimal incremental computation performance
in overlay DCNs. Consider the NVE interface that carries
all possible VXLAN traffic. The traffic may reach different
VTEPs, and even different VRFs in the same VTEP. If the na-
tive NVE is used for indexing, the coarse grained association

Algorithm 1 All-Pair Reachability Change Impact Analysis
Input:
• indexTable: interface associations with reachable pairs
• oldMatrix: original reachability matrix

Output:
• addReachPairs: pairs that are newly reachable
• delReachPairs: pairs that are no longer reachable
• modReachPairs: pairs whose reachability has changed

1: in f Set = f indChanдedInf s()
2:
3: newReachPairs = {}, newMatrix = {}
4: foreach in f ∈ in f Set do
5: npaths ← waypointPaths(in f )
6: foreach p ∈ npaths do
7: newReachPairs .add((p.start ,p.end))
8: newMatrix((p.start ,p.end)).add(p)

9:
10: oldReachPairs = indexTable(in f Set)
11: addReachPairs = newReachPairs − oldReachPairs
12: delReachPairs = oldReachPairs − newReachPairs
13: modReachPairs ← {}
14: foreach pair ∈ oldReachPairs ∩ newReachPairs do
15: if oldMatrix(pair ) , newMatrix(pair ) then
16: modReachPairs ← pair ∪modReachPairs

will lead to many false positives of affected pairs. Therefore,
we split the NVE interface into the NVE1:VRF1:NVE2:VRF2
format using the path information, and record corresponding
reachable pairs.

3.4 Change Impact Analysis
Our configuration verifier performs all-pair reachability change
impact analysis in three steps, as summarized in Algo. 1.

3.4.1 Changed interface detection. To identify FIB forward-
ing changes, we need to first find changed forwarding rules
in FIBs based on incremental configuration. For the current
being, we have not implemented an incremental protocol
simulator. Thus we use the full protocol simulation to gener-
ate new FIBs, and compare these two FIBs to find outbound
interfaces that change their forwarding behaviour. In particu-
lar, to reduce false positives that forwarding rules change but
the actual forwarding remains unchanged, we re-compute
forwarding edge constraints, and compare the edge predi-
cates. If the two predicates are the same, although the FIB
rules may change, the interface is not marked as modified
since its forwarding behavior does not change.

For policy changes such as ACLs or MCS, we iterate over
all interfaces in the configuration model, and compare their
associated policies. Similarly, we convert the policies to predi-
cate in the forwarding graph, and compare the corresponding
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predicate to determine changed interfaces. Overall, changed
interfaces are divided into three categories:
• ADD: interfaces only exist in the new network.
• DEL: interfaces only exist in the original network.
• MOD: interfaces exist in both the original network
and the new network, but their forwardings change.

3.4.2 Waypoint path computation. To compute reachability
changes, a straightforward idea is to lookup the reachability
table, and re-compute reachability paths of these possibly
affected pairs. By comparing reachability results of these
pairs, the algorithm can identify reachability changes. How-
ever, this algorithm may ignore new reachable pairs that
are induced by policy changes (as elaborated in Section 2.2).
Therefore, we propose a new algorithm to find new reachable
pairs. The key idea is to treat these changed interfaces as re-
quired waypoints, and compute all reachable paths that visit
these changed interfaces. Then we can identify reachability
pairs that are related to these changed interfaces.

To compute required waypoint paths, previous approaches
[22, 27] propose to explore all possible paths, and eliminate
paths that do not include the required waypoints. It is in-
efficient since it requires N rounds of DFS traversal for N
endpoints. Therefore, we propose to use a combination of
forward traversal and backward traversal to compute way-
point paths: 1) we start from the waypoint interface, and
compute all reachable paths via forward traversal; and 2)
we use backward traversal to find all reachable paths that
terminate at the same waypoint interface. Given all forward
and backward reachable paths, we do conjunction to filter
infeasible paths that do not have intersected header space,
and get all possible paths that visited the required waypoints.
We perform the required waypoint path computation for
changed interfaces marked as ADD andMOD.
3.4.3 Comparision to find reachability changes. Waypoint
path computation is the latest reachability results related to
changed interfaces. Then we can get new reachable pairs
due to changed interfaces in the new network. Meanwhile,
using changed interfaces, we can also lookup the visiting
table to extract reachable pairs in the orignal network, and
get original reachability results via all-pair reachability ma-
trix. By comparing the two sets of reachable pairs and their
reachability details, we can find reachability changes.

3.5 Discussion
Generality of Our Algorithm: Our solutions can be ex-
tended to support host overlay DCNs, given that host overlay
DCNs also use VXLAN and OpenFlow and Iptable forward-
ing behavior can be modeled using BDD as shown in [3].
For the conventional IP forwarding scenarios, our solutions
can still work, but a thorough comparision against EC ap-
proaches ought to be considered in future.

Dataset ToRs
(VPCs)

Subnets
(EPs)

MCS
Policies

Static
Routes

FIB
Rules

DS0 20 400 40 40 13,428
DS1 50 1000 100 100 59,808
DS2 100 2000 200 200 144,508

Table 1: Base network datasets

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Implementation: Our configuration verifier is based on
Batfish [1], an open-source configuration verifier. We have
made several enhancements to the original Batfish imple-
mentation: 1) we support the CLI parsing and modeling of a
major vendor; 2) we support the YANG XML inputs; and 3)
we support BGP EVPN protocol simulation of that vendor.

We reuse the forwarding graph implementation in Batfish,
and simplify some parts to fit the port-predicate model intro-
duced in Section 3.2.We develop our own all-pair reachability
analysis, including the initial and incremental reachability
matrix computation, with around 3K lines of Java code. For
BDD library, we follow Batfish and use JavaBDD [26]. Our
program is single threaded since JavaBDD does not support
multi-threads for a created BDD graph.

Datasets:We use synthesized datasets to evaluate the per-
formance of our configuration verifier. Each dataset contains
base CLI configurations and YANG XMLs corresponding to
different service updates. We consider base networks with
both inter-VPC and intra-VPC (inter-subnet) traffic. The gen-
eration rules are as follows: 1) we fix the number of VPCs per
ToR leaf to twenty, and each VPC has ten different subnets
distributed over different leafs (each subnet belongs to a VB-
DIF); 2) cross-VRF static routes are generated on border leafs
to enable inter-VPC traffic, and the number of pairs is equal
to the number of VPCs; and 3) MCS policies are configured
to deny access of subnets that belong to the same VRF (these
subnets can communicate by default), and the number of
MCS policies is equal to the number of VPCs. We vary the
number of ToR leafs from 20 (400 endpoints) to 100 (2000
endpoints). Table 1 summarizes our base datasets. For each
dataset, we also have two spine leafs and two border leafs.

For incremental configurations, we consider the following
typical service update cases:
• Case A (ADD SUBNET): Each time, we randomly
choose a VRF, and add ten more subnets over different
leafs to allow more intra-VPC subnet access.
• Case B (ADD VPC): Each time, we create a new VPC,
distribute ten subnets over leafs, and add two cross-
VRF static route and two MCS policy rules randomly.
• Case C (ADD INTER VPC): Each time, we randomly
choose five VRF pairs, and add ten cross-VRF static
routes to allow more inter-VPC subnet access.
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• Case D (MOD MCS): Each time, we regenerate MCS
policies randomly to change inter-subnet access.

Methods: We compare our algorithm (as shown in Section
3.4) with the following algorithms:
• TenantGuard [25]. We implement the device-level
association and lookup steps. Note that this algorithm
may not find all reachable pairs for all cases.
• Baseline algorithm.The algorithm simply re-computes
the all-pair reachability matrix following Section 3.3,
and compare it with the original rechability matrix.

Metric: we measure the incremental verification time,
including new forwarding graph construction time, changed
interface detection time, waypoint path computation time,
and comparison time. All experiments run on a Linux PC
having Intel Xeon CPU E5-2690 v3 @ 2.60GHz and 16G RAM.
For each point, we run experiments five times, and present
the average result with 95% confidence interval.

Results: Figure 5a shows the overall analysis time of our
algorithm for different service update cases with different
leafs. Given the same network, our algorithm has different
performance for considered update cases, since cases A to
D have the increased number of affected pairs. For different
networks, the analysis time for cases A to C slightly increase
(the affected pairs are roughtly the same), due to the larger
model building time, changed interface detection time and
comparision time, as the number of leafs increases. For case
D, the time increase is linear to the number of leafs since our
algorithm can only mark NVEs as changed (instead of NVE
edges), and it leads to more false positives as network scales.
The performance can be optimized in future by exploring
more fine-grained assocations.
Figure 5b shows the performance of different algorithms

for case C. The trend is similar for other cases. The perfor-
mance of TenantGuard approaches the baseline algorithm,
since new static routes are on border leafs, and border leafs
carry traffic belonging to other inter-VPCs (the more number
of leafs, the more affected pairs). The device-level associa-
tion method re-computes all existing pairs, leading to a poor
performance. However, the analysis time is smoother since
our algorithm can filter some irrelevant pairs due to fine-
grained association. We can see that the improvement over
TenantGuard is at most 8x.

5 RELATEDWORK
Data-plane verification: EC approaches [7, 14, 15, 19, 27,
28] lack the generality to support new network features in
network overlay DCNs. Although NetPlumber [17] supports
these new features and incremental computation on top of
the header space analysis model [18], per-rule node model
and per-node caching of visited flows lead to memory over-
flow and timeout [28], unpractical for large-scale networks.
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Figure 5: Algorithm performance comparision

Furthermore, NetPlumber does not associate the rule with
the original reachable endpoints, and the re-computation is
inefficient for finding reachability changes.

Control-plane verification: Most control-plane verifiers
[2, 6, 11, 13, 22] target multi-environment control-plane veri-
fication, where invariants are checked under any link failures
or external route advertisements. They do not target incre-
mental verification, and their scenarios are orthogonal to us.
Batfish [1, 12] is the first configuration verifier that performs
configuration verification for a concrete environment, and
supports incremental reachability analysis by re-computing
all-pair reachability matrix. We present an incremental ap-
proach for all-pair reachability analysis.

Network verification for overlay networks: Tenant-
Guard [25] and AWS Tiros [5] focus on the tenant-level VPC
networks, while we focus on the infrastructure network that
implements the designed VPC networks. Our verifier com-
plements TenantGuard [25] with a new indexing technique
and the waypoint path computation. NoD [20] also supports
overlay network verification. However, it does not support
incremental verification, and does not scale for large num-
ber of endpoints as shown in [25]. Symnet [24] and Netdiff
[10] focus on data plane equivalence verification of VPC
networks and implementation in infrastructure networks.

6 CONCLUSION
We have presented and experimentally evaluated a configu-
ration verifier that supports incremental configuration ver-
ification and outperforms existing approaches by at most
8x for network overlay DCNs. Thanks to the new indexing
technique and the new waypoint path computation tech-
nique, our verifier achieves fast change impact analysis of
delta configurations. Supporting new forwarding features
such as policy-based routing, firewall zone policies, and NAT
policies are interesting directions of future work.
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